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Chapterr 6 
Hoaree Calculus for DFOL 

6.11 Hoare Calculus 
Inn Chapter 1 we introduced the concept of using logic for program verification: 
wee will expand on the subject now. If we want to be able to use logic to verify 
thee correctness of a program, we will need a language in which properties of the 
programm can be expressed, with a set of rules that allow us to construct well-
formedformed formulas. This is called an assertion language and its wffs are assertions. 
Off  course, we also need a proof system: the axioms and rules that let us prove our 
assertions.. This proof system should have the property, naturally, that it only 
allowss us to prove true assertions; ideally it should allow us to prove any true 
assertion. . 

Thee Hoare calculus deals with a logic (the Hoare logic) in which one can for-
mulatee propositions about the correctness of programs. If we call the assignment 
off  values to variables a state, and A and B are assertions about a state, a pro-
gramm <f>  satisfies the specification (̂ 4, J5), if for any state g satisfying A the state 
reachedd by executing 0 satisfies B. However, the possibility that a program does 
nott terminate at all must be taken into account, so we distinguish between partial 
correctness: : 

{A}<f>{B}{A}<f>{B}  *=*  Vg(M \=9A=*  V/i( M" =  M \=h B)) 

andd total correctness: 

[A]4>[B][A]4>[B] ^ Vg(M h , A =  W»(( ,[*]£< =  M K B) A \<j>\f * 0)) 

Thuss given a specification (A,B), we may consider that the job of the program-
merr is to find a program <f>  such that {.A}0{i?} , or even [J4]0[B] is true. The 
Hoaree calculus provides us with the means to derive true assertions about atomic 
statements,, and to combine them into true assertions about programs. 

99 9 
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6.22 Why the Executable Interpretation of DFOL 
iss particularly adequate for programming 

Thee idea behind the executable interpretation of DFOL is precisely to have a 
programmingg language whose semantics are devoid of side effects or control fea-
tures;; the Hoare calculus for such a language would be clean and simple. We 
presentedd the interpretation in the previous chapter; now it becomes clear why it 
iss important to have a declarative semantics for the language. If we were to have 
thee calculus deal with the program state as defined in Chapter 5, it would be 
tooo cumbersome and impractical. Instead, we can trust the that interpretation 
iss faithful to DFOL and work with the much cleaner semantics of the logic itself. 

Wee will expand on the language presented in Chapter 5 to include explicit 
bindingsbindings (a); we'll also suggest rules for dealing with the hiding operator (3 x (</>)) 
andd with the Kleene star operator at the end of the chapter. 

Ass we stated on 1.4.12, given a signature of function and predicate symbols, 
thee syntax of DFOL(U, cr,^,*) is as follows: 

tt ::=  v\ ft (Terms) 
<f><f>  ::= a\3v\Pt\t1=t2\ 3x(<j>)  | -.(0) | fa; fa \ {<f>i  U fa) \ 4>*  (Formulas) 

6.33 The Rules 

Ass we said in Chapter 1, the use of negation as failure forces us to adopt a slightly 
differentt set of correctness criteria. We have then two kinds of correctness rules: 
existentiall  and universal. Their meaning is the following: 

MM h {A)4>{B) «=> V<?(M \=g A = » 3h(8[<f>\?  A M h ^ ) ) 

MM \= {A}<f>{B}  <=  V5 (M \=9A =  \/h (Mi"  = > M K B)) 

Notee that universal correctness is equivalent to the old partial correctness, but 
existentiall  correctness does not guarantee that all terminating executions of <f) 
satisfyy the postcondition. We can see, however, that if <f>  satisfies { J4 }0 {B } 

andand (A)(f>(T), then total correctness is achieved. Note also that universal and 
existentiall  correctness rules are interdependent for the case of negation. Now, 
wee enunciate the rules of the calculus. This is an adaptation and expansion of a 
calculuss presented by van Eijck and de Vries [vEdV92] for a different extension 
off  DFOL. 

Theree are also rules for defined Dynamo constructs, such as bounded iteration 
andd bounded choice. As the constructs are defined in terms of operators for which 
theree is a rule already, these rules are derived from the basic rules too, and are 



6.3.6.3. The Rules 

Figuree 6.1: Universal correctness rules: 

Existentiall  quantification: 

Substitution: : 

Equality: : 

Predicates: : 

Negation: : 

Sequentiall  composition: 

Union: : 

Rulee of consequence: 

Filterr Rule: 

{VxA}3x{A} {VxA}3x{A} 

{Aa}a{A} {Aa}a{A} 

{(* ii  = h) -  A}tx = t2{A} 

{Pt{Pt -» A}Pt{A} 

(A)t(T) (A)t(T) 
{Av{Av B}^(<f>){B} 

{AfaiB}{AfaiB} \B\MC\ 
{A}{A}  Uu;**)  {C} 

{A\MC}{A\MC} {B\MC\ 
{AABjifau^iC} {AABjifau^iC} 

\AT^{B\\AT^{B\ XM\=(A'->A)*ndM\=(B^B') 

{A\<f>{B\{A\<f>{B\ {WUI 
{ 44 V C}<f>{B} 

calledd admissible rules. All that is needed for them is to prove that they follow 
fromm the basic rules. 

6.3.1.. LEMMA (Dynamo CONSTRUCTS). The following rules are admissible: 

UniversalUniversal correctness: 

ExistentialExistential correctness: 

BoundedBounded iteration 

{A}<t>{A} {A}<t>{A} 
{A)F{A} {A)F{A} 

(A)<t>(A) (A)<t>(A) 
{A)P{A) {A)P{A) 

BoundedBounded search 

{A}J>{B} {A}J>{B} 

{Vve{N,...,M}:A}[f{Vve{N,...,M}:A}[fNN„„ MM<t>{B} <t>{B} 

(A)<t>(B) (A)<t>(B) 
(3ve{N,...,M}:A)[f(3ve{N,...,M}:A)[fNN„„ MM<j>(B) <j>(B) 

Proof.Proof. We first consider universal correctness for the constructs. We show that 
boundedd iteration is admissible by induction on the number of iterations. 
Forr n = 0, we have fl[0°l^ iff g = h. So, {A}(j> n{A} is trivially true. 
U{A}<f>U{A}<f> nn{A}{A}  => {A}(l> n+1 {A}, then Vn€N,{A}<t>n{A} 

file:///B/MC/
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Figuree 6.2: Existential correctness rules: 

Existentiall  quantification: 

Substitution: : 

Equality: : 

Predicates: : 

Negation: : 

Sequentiall  composition: 

Union: : 

Rulee of consequence: 

Combinationn Rule: 

(3xA)Bx{A) (3xA)Bx{A) 

(Aa)a(A) (Aa)a(A) 

{A{A A (ti = t2))h = t2(A) 

{A{A A Pt)Pt{A) 

{A)(4n\4>2){C) {A)(4n\4>2){C) 

(A)MC)(A)MC) (B)<h(C) 
(/W5)(^U02)(C) ) 

(AW&)(AW&) XM\=(A'->A)&ndM\=(B^B>) 

{A}<t>{B\{A}<t>{B\  (C)<t>(T) 
(A(A A C)<f>{B) 

Noww we can apply the sequential composition rule: 

n n 

{A}^7${A}{A}^7${A} {A}<f>{A} 
{A}^_^{A} {A}^_^{A} 

n+l l 

Seq.comp p 

wheree the left premise comes from the inductive hypothesis. 
Forr the case of bounded search, we know that 

{Aa}a{A}{Aa}a{A} {A}<j>{B} 
{Aa}(a;<t>){B} {Aa}(a;<t>){B} 

Seq.. comp 

So,, the correctness condition for each disjunct can be expressed as {.A[i/t;]}([i/v] ; 4>){B}, 
andd then the whole expression can be derived by repeated application of the Union 
rule: : 

{A[N/v]}([N/v];{A[N/v]}([N/v];  <£){£}.. . {A[M/v)}([M/v] ; <j>){B) 
M M {KT=NA[i/v]}\j{KT=NA[i/v]}\j NN...M){B} ...M){B} 

Union n 

M M Finally,, /\i=N A[i/v]  is true under g iff for all values of i between N and M, >4[i/t;] 
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iss true under g. That is, we can apply the Consequence rule to prove 

V»» e {AT,..., M}  : A = > / £ „  A[i/v]  {f£N A[i/v}}  \JN...U{4){B} 

{Vv€{N,...,M}:A}[f{Vv€{N,...,M}:A}[fNN,..,..MM(<j>){B} (<j>){B} 
Cons s 

Noww we show how the existential version of these rules is admissible. We start 
withh bounded iteration, again arguing by induction on the number of iterations: 
Forr n = 0, we have ff[0

0]^ iïïg = h. So, {A)<j> n{A) is trivially true. 
\i{A)<f>\i{A)<f> nn(A)(A) =>  (A)(j>n+l{A), thenVn€iï,(A)<j>n{A) 
Noww we can apply the sequential composition rule: 

(A)) 0 ; . . .; 0(A) (A)4>(A) 
T-TT—— -j-jT beq.comp 
((AA)&^j£()&^j£(AA) ) 

n+l l 

wheree the left premise comes from the inductive hypothesis. 
Forr the case of bounded search, we know that 

// v— Seq. corap 

So,, the correctness condition for each disjunct can be expressed as (A[*/u])([i/v] ; <I>)(B), 
andd then the whole can be derived by application of the Union rule: 

{A[N/v]){[N/v]{A[N/v]){[N/v] ;; 0) (B) . .. {A[M/v])([M/v]j  tf>)(B) . 

(V*L(V*LNN
AAliM){fliM){fNN......MM(<!>)(B) (<!>)(B) 

Finally,, Vf=jv -̂  [*/*' ]  ls true under g iff there is a value of i between N and M 
suchh that -4[i/v] is true under g. That is, 

BvGBvG {7V,..., M} : A = » y g „  A[i/v]  ( V ^ A[i/v}) \JNm„(4>){B) 
{3v{3v e {AT,... , M}  : A) [fN...M{<t>)(B)  ^ ° n S 

Theree are two properties that make a proof calculus useful. The most basic is 
soundness:soundness: it should never produce false statements. The other, complementary 
property,, is completeness: one should be able to obtain every true statement that 
iss expressible in the calculus. Clearly, while not achieving absolute completeness 
iss bad, not achieving soundness is catastrophic. We will now test our calculus for 
thesee two properties. 
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6.44 Soundness 

Soundnesss (Existential rules): 

MM h (A)4>{B) =  Vg{M \=9 A =  3/i( ,[*]£< A A< K «)), 

thatt is, if we can derive (A)0(.B) in a model M, then for all states g satisfying 
A,A, there must exist a state h such that g[</>l̂  and h satisfies B. 

Soundnesss (Universal rules): 

MM h {A}cf>{B}  =>  Vg(M \=g A =  V/i( , [ 0 ] *  =  M K B)), 

thatt is, if we can derive {A}0{I? }  in a model M, then for all states g satisfying 
A,A, all states h satisfying g\<j>\^  must also satisfy B. 

6.4.1.. THEOREM. Soundness of the calculus: The calculus presented in Figures 
6.16.1 and 6.2 is sound. 

Proof.Proof. We argue by induction on the structure of <j>.  That is, if all the axioms 
aree logically valid, and for every model M the application of an inference rule on 
formulass valid in M. results in a formula valid in M, then the derivations obtained 
withh the calculus will always be valid. We start our proof with the axioms and 
ruless for universal correctness. 

 3x: Suppose we have derived {VrcAlEblvl} . Then we must prove that if 
theree is an assignment g under which \/x(A) is true, and furthermore there 
iss a successful execution of 3x terminating in assignment h, then A must be 
truee in h. We know that (1) j pa ; ]^ iff g and h differ at most in the value 
off  x, and (2) M. \=g VxA iff no matter what the value of g(x),M. \=g A. 
Therefore,, for all d £ V, if h = g*, then M [= h A. 
Promm (1) and (2), we know that Vh( 9\3x\^,M \=k A). 

 a: Suppose we have derived {j4cr}cr{A} . Then we must prove that if there 
iss an assignment g under which Aa is true, and furthermore there is a 
successfull  execution of a terminating in assignment h, then A must be true 
inn h. We know that (1) g\o\  ̂ iff h = go, with a = [£i/xi,. . , tn/xn],  and 
(2)) M \=g Aa iff M \=g A[ti/xi,..., tn/xn],  so M \=h A, for 
hh = g[t1/xi,...,tn/xn]. 

 Pi: Suppose we have derived {Pt =>  A}Pt{A}. Then we must prove that 
iff  there is an assignment g under which Pt =>  A is true, and furthermore 
theree is a successful execution of Pt terminating in assignment /i, then A 
mustt be true in h. We know that s [-£**]£*  iff h = g and Pt is true in g. As 
hh = g,{M\=hPtAPt->A) =  M \=h A. 
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 h = h' Analogous to Pt. 

 Suppose we have derived {.A V £}->(0){B} , and that the premises 
themselvess are sound. Then we must prove that if there is an assignment g 
underr which A V B is true, and furthermore there is a successful execution 
off  -*((j>)  terminating in assignment h, then B must be true in h. We know 
thatt (1) j ï - 1 ^ ) ] ^ iff g = h and there is no i such that $[0]^. 
(2)M(2)M \=gAVBffi M \=g AOTM \=g B. 
(3)) (A)<f>(T) iff for all g that satisfy A there is an h such that 5[<^]^ . 
Byy (3), for those g such that M \=g A, there is no h such that 9[~

,(<£)]ft/<-
Forr those g such that M \=g B, all h such that <,[_,(^)]ft /f will be equal to 
g,g, so M \=h B. 

 fa; fa: Suppose we have derived {A}fa]fa{C}.  Then we must prove that 
iff  there is an assignment g under which A is true, and furthermore there is 
aa successful execution of fa; fa terminating in assignment h, then C must 
bee true in h. 

Wee know that (1) {A}^i{£ }  iff for all g under which A is true, all h such 
thatt stijft*  will make B true. 
(2)) {B}fa{C} iff for all g under which B is true, all h such that g[fa]^ 
wil ll  make C true. 
(3)) »I0i;^2lh*  i f f t n e re i s a11  s u cn ^ a t sl^ilf 1 an(*  «ï^]^* -
Byy (1) and (3), there is an i such that g[fa]t*,  i[fa]h*,  and M \=i  B. 
Byy (2) and (3), M \=h C. 

 fa U fa: Suppose we have derived {A}^ i U fa{C}. Then we must prove 
thatt if there is an assignment g under which A A B is true, and furthermore 
theree is a successful execution of fa U fa terminating in assignment h, then 
CC must be true in h. We know that (1) {>l}0i{C }  iff for all g under which 
AA is true, all h such that ^ I ] ^ will make C true. 
(2)) {B}fa{C} iff for all g under which B is true, all h such that g[fa\j* 
wil ll  make C true. 
(3 ) f [ ^ iU^ ] ^ i f lF , [ ^ ] jMor ,M^ . . 
(4)) A*  \=g A A £ iff M [=9 4 and jVf ^ £. 
So,, if , [ * iK \ by (1) and (4), M h , C. 
So,, if ,[*»]£<, by (2) and (4), M \=g C. 

 Filter Rule: Suppose we know that (1){A}${B} and . Then we 
mustt prove that if there is an assignment g under which (AwC) is true, and 
furthermoree there is a successful execution of <f>  terminating in assignment 
h,h, then B must be true in h. We know that (3) (A V C) is true in g iff A is 
truee in g or C is true in g 
Supposee there is a g such that (A V C) is true in g, and assume there is 
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ann h such that j , ^ ] ^ * . By (2) and (3), A is true in g. Then, by (1), and 
assumption,, B is true in h. 

Existentiall  rules: We proceed to show the existential correctness rules to be 
sound,, again by induction on the structure of <j>. 

 3x: Suppose we have derived (3x : A)3x(A). Then we must prove that if 
theree is an assignment g under which 3x : A is true, there is a successful 
executionn of 3x terminating in assignment h under which A is true. Let's 
assumee such a g exists. We know that sl^x]^1 iïï g and h differ at most in 
thee value of x. We also know that M \=g {3xA) iff there is a d0 € V such 
thatt A is true in g$>. 
Wee can assume h = g$>, and then we know that 9[3x]j ^ , and A is true in 
h. h. 

 a: Suppose we have derived (Aa)a(A). Then we must prove that if there is 
ann assignment g under which Aa is true, then there is a successful execution 
off  a terminating in assignment h under which A is true. Let's assume 
thenn that such a g exists. We know that pl^]^1 iff ft = go. That is, h = 
g[ti/vi,g[ti/vi, ...,..., tn/vn]  always exists. 
Now,, M \=g (Aa) iSM \=g[t t/vi,...,tn/vn]  (A); that is, A is true in h, for 
hh = g[t1/vi,...,tn/vn]. 

 Pi: Suppose we have derived (A A Pt)Pi(A). Then we must prove that 
iff  there is an assignment g under which (A A Pt) is true, then there is a 
successfull  execution of Pi terminating in assignment h under which A is 
true.. Let's assume then that such a g exists. Now, (A A Pi) is true under g 
ifff  M \=g A A M \=g Pi, and g[Pt\  ̂ iff h = g and Pi is true in g. So such 
ann h always exists, and M \=h A. 

 Equality tests: Same as for Pi. 

 ->(0): Suppose we have derived (A)->(0)(A), knowing that {̂ }</»{_L} . Then 
wee must prove that if there is an assignment g under which A is true, then 
theree is a successful execution of ->(0) terminating in assignment h under 
whichh A is true. Let's assume then that such a g exists. We have then that 
(1)) if g makes A true then there is no h such that gl^]^1. 
(2)) j H ^ ) ] ^ iff 9 = h and there is no i such that J^tf*. 
Byy (1) and (2), we have that 3h = g : ^ H ^ ) ] ^ , and as h = g, M (=/, A. 

 (<j>i  U 02): Suppose we have derived (A V B)(<j>i  U 4>2){C), knowing that 
[A)<f>i(C)[A)<f>i(C)  and (B)fa(C). Then we must prove that if there is an assignment 
gg under which A VB is true, then there is a successful execution of (</»i Ufa) 
terminatingg in assignment h under which C is true. Let's assume then that 
suchh a g exists. We have: (1) If g satisfies A, then there is an h such that 
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S[0I]A,, and h satisfies C. 
(2)) If g satisfies JB, then there is an h such that g[^2]/i , and h satisfies C. 
Wee know that (3) ,[(fc U fa)\$* iff ,foifó< or 9\fa\j*. 
Now,, (4) M \=g {A V B) iff A is true in g or 5 is true in g. 
Lett us assume first that A is true in g. Then, by (1), there is an hi such 
thatt s[ 0 i j ^ and C is true. 
Now,, if B is true in g, by (2), there is an h? such that S[02]A? and C is true. 
Then,, by (3) and (4), there is an h such that g[(fa U (h)]^1 and C is true. 

 0i; «for Suppose we have derived {A){<j>i  U «foXC), knowing that (A)<f>i(B) 
andd (B)<fo{C). Then we must prove that if there is an assignment g under 
whichh A is true, then there is a successful execution of <j>i;(fa  terminating 
inn assignment h under which C is true. Let's assume then that such a g 
exists.. We have: (1) If g satisfies A, then there is an h such that j,[0i]/»> 
andd h satisfies B. 
(2)) If g satisfies B, then there is an h such that fl[<fo]fc, and h satisfies C. 
(3)) «[0i; foK*  iff there is an i such that 9[0i]- " and {[(h]^-
Byy (1), there is an i such that g l ^ i ] ^ that satisfies B. 
Then,, by (2), there is an h such that «[^Ih4 t n at satisfies C. 
N o w , ! * ® ,, Jfcj fcK4. 

 Combination Rule: Suppose we have derived (A A C)<f>(B), knowing that 
(A)4>(B)(A)4>(B) and {C}<f>{T}.  Then we must prove that if there is an assignment 
gg under which A A C is true, then there is a successful execution of <f> 
terminatingg in assignment h under which B is true. Let's assume then that 
suchh a g exists. We know that (1) for all g that make A true, all h such 
thatt ?[ 0 ] ^ will make B true. 
(2)) for all g that make C true, there is an h such that ^[0])^. 
(3)) M h , A A C iff M \=9 A and M (=, C*. 
Byy (2) and (3), there is an h such that ff[0]^-
Byy (1) and (3), B is true in h. 

6.55 Completeness 
Wee shall prove completeness of the calculus for formulas in DFOL (cr, U) 

6.5.1.. THEOREM. (Completeness of the calculus): For all models M, and all 
programsprograms <j)  € DFOL(cr, U), 
ijMijM  \= {A}<j>{B}  andM \= {C)<t>{D),  then {A}<j>{B}  and{C)<f>{D) are derivable 
inin H + T, where T = Th{M) (the theorems ofM). 
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Proof.Proof. By simultaneous induction on the structure of (f>. We define the predi-
catess wup(< ,̂ B) (weakest universal precondition) and wep(0, B)(weakest existen-
tiall  precondition) as 

MM \=g wupfofl)  ̂ VM Mt* =  M h*  B), 
MM K wep(0,B) <É=> 3ft( glflt1 A M h B), 

andd we prove that the calculus gives the wlp(0, B) for the universal rules and the 
wep(0,, B) for the existential rules. As these predicates are the weakest precon-
dition,, they must be implied by any precondition for the triples to hold; we can 
thenn use the consequence rule to derive any valid Hoare triple we may encounter. 

3x: 3x: 

MM \=g wup(3x, B) ^=> VhiglBx]? = » M\=hB) 

\/h(g\/h(g ~xh => M[= hB) 

Vdd € V : (M |=^ B) 

MM \=g VxB 

Sincee the wup(3x, B) is equivalent to VxB, we know that for all g, A implies 
wup(3x,, B). Then, by the consequence rule, 

AA -> VxB {4xB}3x{B} 
Cons s {A}3x{B} {A}3x{B} 

Wee can limit ourselves then to prove that the antecedent given by the rules 
iss always the weakest precondition for each rule. 

MM \=g wep(3z, D) <=> 3h(g[3x]£ i AM\=hD) 

3h(g~3h(g~xxhAM\=hAM\=hhD) D) 

3deV:(M^3deV:(MĝigiD) D) 

MM \=g3x(D). 

xx = t: 

MM h9 wup(x = t,B) <=>  \th{g[x = *]£*  =  M \=h B) 

\fh{(g\fh{(g = hAM\=gx = t) =>  M\=h
B) 

M\=M\= gg(x(x = t)^B 
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MM \=g wep(x = t, D) «=  3h(g[x = t]^AM \=h D) 

<=3><=3>  h = gAM\=gX~tAM\=hD 

«=>> M\ ĝx~tAD. 

MM \=9 wup{a,B) <=*  Vhigia]? =>  M \=h B) 

Vh(kVh(k = ga =>  M \=h B) 

M\=M\= 99Ba Ba 

MM \=9 wep(a, D) *=>  3h{g[a]^  A M \=h D) 

3h(k3h(k = goAM\=hD) 

MM \=9 Da. 

Assumee M (= {A}^{<t>){B}.  To prove: M h {A}^{<f>){B}. 

Byy inductive hypothesis, we have that 

M\=M\= gg(wep(<f>,T))(wep(<f>,T)) = *  Aih, (wep(^,T)) 

M\=g{wuM\=g{wuVV  = *

M\=g(wup{-^(cl>),B))M\=g(wup{-^(cl>),B)) *=*  VhigHM*1 =>  M K B) 

^=>^=>  Vh((h = S A -.3i(p[0]^) ) =  M K B) 

4=>> V/i((/i = 5 A ^M \=g wep(0, T)) =  M\=hB) 

«=  Vft(/» = s = *  .M (=9 (wep(<£, T) V B)) 

<^=><^=>  M \=g (wep(0, T) V B) 

Wee know that M (= {A}->(<f>){B},  and that this means M \=g {A -> 
wup(i(0),B)),, and therefore A4 (=p (4 -» (wep(0,T) V £)) Then, .M h 
(i44 -+ (wep(0, T) V B)). 
Existentiall  case: Assume M \= (G)-^(4){D). To prove: M h (C)-.(<£)(£>) 

A1|=, (wepH^) , f l ))) <=» 3h{g[^)\^AM\=hD). 

<=><=>  3h{h = g A -3ï(s[0lï " A M K *>)) 
«=  .M |=s wup(<£, I J A M ^ Ü 
^  ̂ M\=3 (wup(0, _L) A D) 
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So,, by definition of weakest existential precondition and inductive hypoth-
esis,, M \=g (C)-.(0)(D) =^ M\-g (wup(0, _L) A £>), 
whichh means we can derive M. h (C)-i(0)(J9). 

 0i; 02: By induction hypothesis, we have that 

}}  02 {B}, 

A ^ h { w u p ( 0 ! , W U p ( 0 2 , o ) ) }} 0x (WUP(02 ,B)} 

soo that the sequential composition rule will result in 

{wup(0i,wup(02,JB))}}  0i;02 {B} 

Wee should prove then that M \=s wup(0i; 02, B) — wup(0i, wup(02, B)). 
Assumee M \=g wup(0i;02,i?). To prove: M \=g wup(0i, wup(02,.B)) 

-- If M( 5[0 i ]^) , the result is trivially true. 

* - I f 3M s[ 0 i ] ^ ) , t hen: : 

**  if ^i(/i[02]f^ 5 the result is again trivially true. 
**  if 3z(ft[02]f, then M \=i  B, and then M \=g wup(0i, wup(02, B)) 

Thee existential counterpart is analogous: by induction hypothesis, 

(wep(02)JB))) 02 (fl) , 

(wep(01,wep(02,B)))) 0! (wep(02,£)) 

soo that the sequential composition rule will result in 

{wep(0i,wep(02,B))}}  0i ;02 {B}. 

Wee should prove then that wep(0i;02, B) ==>  wep(0i, wep(02,.B)). 
Assumee M \=g wep(0i;02,.B). To prove: M \=g wep(01,wep(02,B)) 
Ass M \=g wep(0i; 02, B), we know that 3i{g[4>i;  02 ] ^ A M H B). 
Now,, that means that 3/i(s[01] ^ A hlfo]?4), and therefore 
MM \=g wep(0i, wep(02, B)) 

 0i U 02= By induction hypothesis, we have that 

Mh{wup(<j>Mh{wup(<j> uuB)}B)} 0! {B}, 

Af(-{wup(0 2,B)}}  02 {£ } 

Byy the Union rule, 

>fl-{wup(0i,B)Awup(02,JB)}}  (0!U02) {B} 
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Wee should prove then that M \=g wup(0i U fe, B) ->  ( w u p ^ B) A 
wup(<£2,B)). . 
So,, assume M \=g wup(0i U <fo,B). To prove: M \=g wup(0i,B) A 
wup(02,, B) 

MM \=9 wup(0! U fo, B) *=*  V/i(ff[4>i U <h\V = » M K B ) 
< ^^ Vh((,[0il£*  V9 MJW) =  A< K B) 

Assumee 3/i(«,[<£i U (fo]^)- Then, we know that M K B. 
Now,, assume ~>M K wup(</>i, B). If ^ ï l / J4 , then there is an h such that 
gl&iUfalf?AMgl&iUfalf?AM  K ""B, which contradicts At K W U P ( 0 IU 0 2 , B ). Similarly 
forr wup(<fe,B), so At K w uP(0i  u 02, B) => At K (wuP(0i>B) A 
wup(^2,, B)), and by inductive hypothesis M \-g (wup(0i, B) A wup(<^2, B)) 
So,, if At f= {̂ 4}0i U <^{B} , then At h (A -+ (wup(0i, B) A wup(02, £))). 
Noww for the existential part: Assume M \= {A)(<f>i  U 02)(B). To prove: 
M\-{A){tfnU4>2){B). M\-{A){tfnU4>2){B). 

- M K ( w p ( ^ i . B ) )) *= *  3 f c ( , [ ^ i ] ^ A M K B ) , 
MK( weP(<A2,B))) <=  a ^ M ^ A M K B ) 

Byy inductive hypothesis, we have that 

Mt=Mt= aa{wep{4n,B)){wep{4n,B)) =>  X h 9 ( w e p ( ^ , S )) 

M\=M\= gg{wep{(h,B)){wep{(h,B)) = *  M\-g(wep(ch,B)) 

(wep( ,̂, B))fr (B) (wepC ,̂ B))<j> 2{B) 
Byy the Union rule, (wep(0i, B) V wep(< ,̂ B))0i U 02(B) 

Too prove: At [= (>1 =>  wep(0i,B) V wep(02, B)). We know that At (= 
(AA -> wep(0i U fa, B)); if we assume there is a g such that M \=g A, we 
mustt prove that M \=g (wep(0i, B) V wep(<fo, B)). 

A < K w eP ( 0 iu& ! , B ) ) 

All  K w e P ( 0 i u ^ B ) 

Then,, A4 K A ~> wep(0i, B) V A*  K weP(02> B), 

concludingg our proof. 

= >> 3/i(9[<AiU^] f A At K B ) 

=  3 / i ( ( f l [ 0 i ] ^ V f f M 3 r ) A A l K B ) 

= >> A< K wep(^i, B) V A! K weP(02' B) 
= **  At K weP(<h> B) V At K weP(^2' B) 
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Wee now have a calculus that allows us to verify both partial and total cor-
rectnesss for DFOL(cr, U) formulas under the executable interpretation presented 
inn Chapter 5. If the execution mechanism of Dynamo is faithful to the executable 
interpretation,, then our calculus is also useful for verification of Dynamo pro-
grams.. In the next chapter, we will present an execution mechanism that is even 
closerr to the semantics of DFOL(cr, U); since we want to respect the semantics of 
aa logic, we will use a theorem prover to run our programs. But first we want to 
proposee two additions to the language that make it much more expressive: local 
variablee declaration and WHILE loops, or in logical terms, the 3 operator and the 
Kleenee star operator. 

6.66 Extending the Language 

Thee calculus as presented deals with the language of DFOL(a, U). We will now 
presentt rules for dealing with two possible extensions to the core language: the 3 
operatorr and the Kleene star operator, which give us the possibility to use local 
variabless and unbounded iteration, respectively. 

6.6.11 The Hiding operator 

Thee semantics of Bx(<f>)  tell us that we can 'hide' the value of the variable x and 
treatt it as if it was unassigned while we execute 0, and recover it afterwards. 
Ann use for the 3 operator is to have local variable declarations; for example the 
formula3z{zz = x\ 3x; x = y\ 3y; y = x) swaps the values of x and y, with z being 
usedd as an auxiliary variable only within the scope of the 3 operator. This means 
thatt any value that z might have had prior to the execution of the formula is 
restoredd when execution terminates. 

Let'ss see how the Hoare calculus rules for that would look: 

{A}<f>{B}{A}<f>{B}  . 
xx not tree m B Universall  correctness: {ixA}3x(tj>){B} 

[A)<j>{B) [A)<j>{B) 

Existentiall  correctness: (3xAJBx(<j>)(B) xx not free in B 

Wee also need an axiom that states that 3 ̂  (0) does not alter the value of x: 

{A&MW{A&MW fre<A) U C/Wm56(0) Q {X} 

withh change(<j>) being the set of variables that can be changed by execution of 
(0)--
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Soundness s 

Soundnesss - Universal rule: 
Supposee we have derived {VxA}3x(<f>){B},  for x not free in B. Then we must 
provee that if there is an assignment g under which A is true, and furthermore 
theree is a successful execution of 3X(< )̂ terminating in assignment /i, then B must 
bee true in h. 

Assumee that there exist g, h such that M \=g A, and ff|3x(0)]h. We must 
provee that M \=h B. We know that {A}0{B }  and that x is not free in B; 
now,, if M \=3 VxA, then for any g' ~x g, M \=g> A. Recall that g\3x{<f>)]h  iff 
39',h'(g39',h'(g ~x g',j [(f>]h',h'  ~x h,h(x) = g(x)) Since we have assumed 9|3 * (0 ) ]A , 

thenn we know those g', h' exist. Now, as g' ~x g and M \=g VxA, we know that 
indeedd M \=g> A. By inductive hypothesis, we know then that M \=h> B, and 
sincee h ~x h' and x is not free in B, M ^ B. 
Soundnesss - Existential rule: 
Supposee we have derived (3xAf3x<j)(B), for x not free in B. Then we must 
provee that if there is an assignment g under which SxA is true, then there is a 
successfull  execution of Bx(<j>)  terminating in assignment h under which B is true. 
Let'ss assume then that such a g exists. We know that (A)<f>(B), and that x is not 
freee in B. If M \=g 3xA, then there is a d G D such that M \=gi A, for gi = g*. 
Wee also know that <,P*(0)]/, iff 3g',h'{g ~x g1\g> [<f>) h> ,h' ~x h,h(x) = g{x)). 
Then,, we can set g1 = gi, and by inductive hypothesis we know there is an h\ 
suchh that g'l^Jh', with M \=h' B, and furthermore g' ~x g. We only need to take 
h(x)h(x) = g(x) and h ~ r h' to have an h such that ?px(<^)l/»j and since x is not free 
inn B, M \=h B. 

Completeness s 

Too prove completeness of the calculus including the 3x{(f>)  rule, we simply expand 
thee proof for the core language with the following: 

Completenesss - Universal rule: 
Underr the condition that x not free in B, by induction hypothesis, we have that 

MM f= {wup(<A, B)}4>{B}  =  M h {wup(0, B)}(j>{B} 

Wee want to prove that M \= {A}3X{4>){B}  implies M (= {A ->  (Vx(wup(<£, B)))). 
Assumee that M (= {A}3x{(j>){B},  and that we have a g such that M hs A- We 
wantt to prove that for any d € D, M \=gd wup(<£, B). By the semantics of 3 and 
thee definition of wup(0, B), we know that for any d € D, either there exist h, h! 
suchh that 0<*[<£]/»' Ah ~x h'AM \=hB (and since x is not free in B, also M \=h> B), 
orr there is no h' such that gg[<£|h'. Now, by definition of wup(<£, B), we have that 
MM \=gd wup( ,̂ B), for arbitrary d € D, and therefore M \=g Vx(wup(</>, B)). 
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Now,, the existential half is the same; we know that 

MM |= [A)3x{<i>){B) 
MM h ( w e p ^ f i ) ) ^ ) 

Now,, we should prove that M \= (A —y (3a;(wep(0, £)))), for x free in B. 
Assumee there is a g such that M \=g A. This means there exists an h such 
thatt jpx^Ift t and that M. \=h B. This again means there exist d 6 D and 
assignmentss h, h' such that gd[<f>]h>  A h ~x h' A M \=h B (and since x is not free 
inn B, also .A4 (=&' B). In other words, Af \=g (3ar(wep(0, B)), and therefore 
MM \=(A-+{3x(wep(<i>,B)))). 

6.6.22 The Kleene star 

Wee have presented a set of rules that allow us to reason about correctness of 
programss in DFOL(<r, U). While this is already a powerful language, it is still 
missingg unbounded iteration. If we add the Kleene star operator, we become 
ableable to express the WHILE statement, achieving Turing completeness. As with 
explicitt bindings, since the Kleene star operator semantics have been defined in 
thiss framework, we can already talk about correctness of programs that include 
it;; we can add it to the executable interpretation later. The Dynamo version of 
WHILEE would be the following: 

(whilee Si S2)° := (---.51°;52°)*;- (S1
0 

Universall  correctness: {^4}0*{yt } 

{A}<f>{A}{A}<f>{A}  (t = i)<t>{t  < i) 
Existentiall  correctness: {A)<f>*  (A A t < N) 

Soundnesss - Universal: 
Supposee we have derived {A}^*!^} . Then we must prove that if there is an as-
signmentt g under which A is true, and furthermore there is a successful execution 
off  4>*  terminating in assignment h, then A must be true in h. 
Wee know that: (1) 9[<f>*\^  iff g = hor there is an i such that g{(f>\^  and i{<j>"\^\ 
(2){i4}<£{>t}meanss that for all g under which A is true, all h that verify s[ 0 ] ^ 
alsoo make A true. 
Prooff  by induction on the number of iterations of <f>: 

 0 iterations : g = h, so trivially h makes A true whenever g does. 

 n + 1 iterations: We assume that A is true under g and that there exist 
g\...gg\...gnn such that <,[<£]£*  A . .. A g^^]  ̂ and A is true under gn , and 
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wee must prove that if there are gi... yn+isuch that 9[<f>]^  A. .. A9n [<A]^+1, 
thenn A is true under #n+i-
Wee have that A is true under gn, and Sn[<£]£?+1  By (2), -A is true under gn+i. 

Soundnesss - Existential: 
Wee have that (1) V5 : M \=g A, 3ft : 9[<j>\^  =  M \=h A. 
(2)) Vg:M\=9(t = i),3h :. [<t>\?  A M |= (t < i). 
( 3 ) * * ] ^^  ̂ g = hV3i: g[<f>]?  A <[^] f . 
Assumee 3g:M\=g A. To prove: 3ft : g[4>*\^  AM\=h AA{t < N). 
Wee can use strong induction as follows: 
V ieN, , 
iff  for all j lesser than i, that from any g that satisfies (,4 A t = j) we can execute 
<j>*<j>*  and reach an ft that satisfies (̂ 4 A t < N) means that for any g that satisfies 
(A(A A t = i) we can also execute 0*  and reach an ft that satisfies (A A i < N), then 
forr all i € N, for any 5 that satisfies (A/\t = i) there is an ft such that s[^*]j ^ 
andd which satisfies (A A t < N). 
So,, assume (4) V« € N, (Vj<i V5 : X \=g {A A t = j ) ==  3ft : 9[<f>*]^  AM\=h 

{AAt<N)). {AAt<N)). 
Too prove: Vg : .M f=9 (^ A t = t) =>  3ft : J0*J^ A M \=h {A A * < N) 
Fromm (1) and (2), we know that 3fti : 9[<f>]%  A M K i iA A *<«)
Now,, fti  satisfies (3), and by (4), ftl[^AM  h , (.4 At<N). 

Completenesss of the Kleene star rules Completeness of rules for unbounded 
iterationn has of course the problem that preconditions might not be first order 
definable.. We introduce the notion of expressive models [vBV92]: 

6.6.1.. DEFINITION. A model (D,I) is expressive if weakest preconditions (<f>,B) 
aree first order definable in it, for every 0, and B. 

Exampless of expressive models are all finite models, as well as the natural num-
bers.. Note however that this is not a common property of models. 

Evenn then, proving completeness of the rules for the Kleene star was possible 
onlyy for the universal correctness rule: 
Forr every expressive model M, assuming M f= {A}(t>*{B},  we must prove M h 
{A}<f>*{B},{A}<f>*{B},  under the assumption that M j= {A}<j>{B}  => M \- {A}<j>{B}. 
Wee assume there exists an assignment g such that M ^=g A, and an assignment 
ftft  such that s[0*]ft(l). 
Iff  M |= {A}<j>*{B},  by semantics of *, we have that M (= {A -> B). Consider 
CC = wup(0*, B). It is clear from the premises that M f= (A —  C). Now, there is 
thee trivial case in which M. ^ . In this case, the only ft that satisfies (1) 
iss ft = g. Also, by inductive hypothesis, M (= {̂ 4}̂ {_L }  =>  M h {̂ 4}0{_L} . 
Then,, we can derive M h { J4 }0* {£ } : 
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{A}<f>*{A}{A}<f>*{A}  A^B 

{AW{B} {AW{B} 

InIn the nontrivial case, there is an assignment h such that 9[0]A . NOW, 

MM \=g A = =  M[= 9 wup(^*, B) 

.MM (=f f wup(0\£) <*=>  M\=gBAwup{(<f>;<t>*),B) 

«=*  M\=gB A wup(</>, wup(<£*, B)) 

< =  M\=gBA wup(0, C) 

I nn par t icu lar, M \= {C —>B). A s per definit ion of wup, M f= {C}<j>{C}.  T h e n, 
byy induct ion hypothes is, we have t h at M \- {C}<j>{C}.  T h e n, 

{CMC} {CMC} 
A^CA^C {C}<j>*{C}  C^B 

{A}<f>*{B} {A}<f>*{B} 

Thee main problem for proving the completeness of the existential correctness 
ruless lies in that one of the antecedents is an universal correctness statement; we 
can'tt switch focus from universal to existential correctness without going through 
negation. . 

6.77 Conclusion 
Wee have now presented a way to verify Dynamo programs; the calculus has been 
provedd sound and complete for the core language, and rules for extensions have 
beenn proposed. In the next chapter, we will see how to go even closer to the 
semanticss of DFOL, and also propose an executable interpretation for both the 
Kleenee star and the 3 operator. We will also see how infinitary logic may be used 
forr reasoning about DFOL(*). 


